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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Access 2003 in 24 HoursQue, 2003
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to work with and design your own Access databases. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of Access 2003 and all its components from the ground up.

Welcome to Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office...
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Hardcore Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2005
A Must-Have Resource for Power Users!

Take control of Windows XP and get the most out of everything this powerful operating system has to offer. Written by Microsoft Windows XP Expert Zone columnist Joli Ballew, this book shows you hundreds of tips and tricks you’ll be able to use right away. Learn to do everything from kick...
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Nuendo Power!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Whether you are a musician, recording engineer, sound designer, video editor, or other type of 
media author, certainly you have noticed that the demands of audio production in today’s multimedia 
environment have increased dramatically. With the proliferation of surround sound systems in theaters, 
homes, and specialized...
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Sex with the Queen: 900 Years of Vile Kings, Virile Lovers, and Passionate PoliticsWilliam Morrow, 2006

 In this follow-up to her bestselling Sex with Kings, Eleanor Herman reveals the truth about what goes on behind the closed door of a queen's boudoir. Impeccably researched, filled with page-turning romance, passion, and scandal, Sex with the Queen explores the scintillating sexual lives of some of our most...
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Fedora LinuxO'Reilly, 2006
 			"Neither a "Starting Linux" book nor a dry reference manual, this book has a lot to offer to those coming to Fedora from other operating systems or distros." -- Behdad Esfahbod, Fedora developer 		

This book will get you up to speed quickly on Fedora...
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Accelerated C# 2005Apress, 2006
Accelerated C# 2005 teaches you both how to use core C# language concepts and wisely employ C# idioms and object-oriented design patterns--to exploit the power of C# and the common language runtime. You'll quickly master C# syntax while learning how the CLR simplifies many programming tasks. You'll also learn best practices that ensure...
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Foundation ActionScript for Flash 8Friends of Ed, 2006
ActionScript is the native scripting language of Flash. ActionScript knowledge is essential within the world of Flash design and development, as Flash remains a leading tool for cutting-edge interactive design and development. 
 
 ActionScript is what gives Flash its power, but with that power comes a certain level of complexity, which...
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Programming Amazon Web Services: S3, EC2, SQS, FPS, and SimpleDBO'Reilly, 2008
Building on the success of its storefront and fulfillment services, Amazon now allows businesses to "rent" computing power, data storage and bandwidth on its vast network platform. This book demonstrates how developers working with small- to mid-sized companies can take advantage of Amazon Web Services (AWS) such as the Simple Storage...
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Mathematical Structures for Computer Science: A Modern Treatment of Discrete MathematicsW. H. Freeman, 2002

	The important role that discrete structures plays in computer science is gaining recognition.
	Computing Curricula 2001 (CC2001), the latest curriculum recommendation for computer-
	related education, was a joint undertaking of the Institute for Electrical and Electronic
	Engineers/Computer Society (IEEE/CS) and the Association for...
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Linux+ Guide to Linux CertificationCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	As Eric S. Raymond reminds us, Open Source Software will continue to shape the

	dynamics of the computer software industry for the next long while, just as it has for the

	last decade. Coined and perpetuated by hackers, the term “Open Source Software” refers

	to software in which the source code is freely available to...
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Everyday Leadership: Getting Results in Business, Politics, and LifeUniversity of Michigan Press, 2007

	?A book that truly speaks to everyone. . . . Always practical, often inspiring, this is more a reference book than a self-improvement text, and a great read for any would-be leader.”

	?Roger Penske, owner of Penske Corporation and Penske Racing


	?Sound, practical advice driven home with real-world examples. . . . This...
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Be Your Own Coach: Your Pathway to Possibility (Crisp Fifty Minute Series)Crisp Learning, 2000

	This book will show you how to recognize opportunities for personal and professional growth, define commitments to yourself and keep them, develop greater self-confidence and self-awareness, and understand the power of your feelings, moods, and reactions. It is possible for you to develop your own approach to learning and excel without the...
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